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Hi, I’m Sachita!



What we are trying to support

Story detection in a way that is 
reliable, easy to verify, flexible, and is 

sensitive to journalists’ time 
constraints
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What is “newsworthiness”?

A set of documents 
in some topic area

Train and validate models

Journalists’ information needs?

Personalization?

User interface and controls?

How we try to do this
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AlgorithmTips (2020)

Domain: investigative journalism 
around the use of algorithms in 
government

Automated evaluation for 
“relevance”

Crowdsourced ratings of 
newsworthiness based on 
specific news values

Eight-week long deployment 
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NYT Comment Section (2021)

Domain: general news reporting 
based on user comments

Automated evaluation for 
“representativeness” of user 
comments, outliers, and clusters

Interviews for problem-finding 
and initial evaluation
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Science News Discovery (2022)

Domain: Science and 
Technology reporting

Automated evaluation for 
“newsworthiness” based on 
news values + GPT-3 for 
generating news angles

Surveys for problem-finding and 
interviews for evaluation
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AngleKindling (2023)

Domain: Political reporting 
(press releases)

GPT-3 for generating news 
angles

Angles connected to source + 
past news coverage

Co-designed with journalists
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What have we learnt

These tools and interfaces need to configurable, personalizable - one size does 
NOT fit all

Format preferences and workflows vary: email alerts, weekly digests, 
scrollable UIs?

Historical and background context is very important for verification and 
acceptance

Co-designing is great!

Explanation, expectation setting and transparency for AI/ML/<insert 
buzzword> is vital (and it’s hard and contextual!)




